The University Patent Evaluation System Model and Application Countermeasures
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Abstract: With the number of patents continue to accumulate, the problem of patent management, such as more rights, short maintenance and low transfer rate, are becoming more and more prominent. In order to revitalize the university patent and improve the management efficiency effectively, it is urgent to construct university patent evaluation system. This paper is based on the patent value analysis index system designed by the China Technology Exchange, taking creative evaluation, patent evaluation and evaluation system reform as the basic path and with the direction of Innovation oriented transformation, and then the university patent evaluation system was constructed, afterwards the application of evaluation system is discussed with the object of the creative, teacher and student patent management. Under the current Chinese situation, patent evaluation system is beneficial to cultivate innovative atmosphere and enhance the quality of innovation, it also plays an important supporting role in the maintenance and operation of patent rights and the innovation management of students.
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1. Introduction

With the promotion of national intellectual property strategy, the patent work of universities in our country also ushered in an important turning point. In particular, the number of patents has been rapidly increased. Statistics show that during the 12th five-year period, the number of university patent applications has increased by about 20% each year. However, with the continuous accumulation of the number of patents, due to the deep-seated influence of institutional mechanisms [1-4] and innovation-oriented [5-12], a large number of patent problems are filled in university patents. Colleges and universities have "a lot of rights to maintain short and low transfers" Phenomenon is widespread [13-15]. The large number of patents for these issues led to generally low conversion rates of patent in universities. The issue of patent conversion rate has also become the key problem that affects the patenting work of colleges and universities at present. The problems of accompanying innovation-driven effect and unbalanced input-output of innovative resources are gradually highlighted [16-21]. However, at the same time, we also see that colleges and universities such as Tsinghua University, Zhengzhou University and Southwest Jiaotong University successfully promoted the transfer of some high-value patents to the market after the reform of the corresponding institutions, mechanisms and policies and systems, the universities have certain potential for patent transformation [22-23]. System and mechanism obstacle are the universal problems that universities in our country are confronted with. In the short term, it is very difficult to carry out deep reform. Under the premise that most patents can not meet the needs of the market, how to effectively value the valuable Of the patent mining, and through effective management to improve the efficiency of university patent conversion, is the current improvement of the patent conversion rate of colleges and universities in China need to focus on issues to be considered.

Obviously, this problem is also fully recognized at the national level. Since 2010, the State Intellectual Property Office has commissioned the China Technology Exchange Corporation to organize experts to conduct research and design on the index system for the analysis of the value of patents. Since 2012, this set of indicators System has been...
formed and began to promote the application of the pilot nationwide. By 2013, the State Intellectual Property Office started to formulate IPR management standards at the university level, and advocated that IPR management capabilities should be comprehensively promoted through the standardization of IPR management. The hierarchical management of IPRs is an important part of the standard requirements. Starting from 2015, under the guidance of relevant national policies on the transformation of scientific and technological achievements and the reform of institutional mechanisms, many colleges and universities in China have successively carried out pilot projects on the reform of the science and technology system and mechanism focusing on the reform of the patent ownership system so as to promote the reform through deep reform University patent conversion. To sum up, both in order to enhance the ability of patent management, or to alleviate the system of inadequate supply of patents resulting from the conversion rate is low, including the response to national guidance in the system, standards and technology, the evaluation of university patent management are imminent [24-28]. In particular, compared with the patents of enterprises and individuals, there is a large number of university patents in general, and most of them originate from the subject projects. The innovation of patents is stronger than practicality. All of these characteristics have put forward new requirements for patent evaluation in colleges and universities. To this end, this article will examine existing patent value evaluation methods based on the study designed to meet the actual university patent evaluation methods. By perfecting the patent evaluation mechanism of colleges and universities, improving the patent management ability of colleges and universities and using the patents, the supporting function of university patents on economic and social development can be improved.

2. Method

2.1. An Analysis of Domestic and Foreign Patent Evaluation Practice

The patent system since its inception, in innovation, plays an important role in supporting economic development. Especially, with the continuous development of economic globalization, in order to promote the economic development of the pattern of patent is spawned patent operation industry. As a prerequisite for patent operation, all kinds of patent operators, including the investment company Institute the technical trading center through the exploration practice to explore suitable for their own development needs of the evaluation system, and achieved good operating results. Such as the United States patent intellectual law from three aspects of market, products, patent investment establishes core patent value indicators, Taiwan Industrial Research Institute and China technology exchange mainly from the technical evaluation, the three dimensions of legal evaluation and market to evaluate the value of the patent, Shanghai Sheng Hua is the focus on the technology, patent, and commercial potential Four aspects are widely used in China. The inventor of the patent pledge appraisal of patent assets, patent transactions, although by CPA professional quality, but which is considered the commercial nature of the patent, with income based assessment tools, from an economic perspective to the patent to the crude price but have to admit that there are imperfections, the problem is to assess the technical characteristics and ignore the legal characteristics of the patent, so it is difficult to response to the real situation. Although the patent patent is regarded as a business tool, is considered to be the technical scheme of the market main body in order to obtain special interests to the public, but the essential attribute patent is the technical characteristics and legal characteristics, technical characteristics and economic characteristics on the legal nature of patent dependent patent, in the absence of law and technology characteristics of patent for evaluation Before the economic characteristics of the patent will be able to draw a conclusion is not comprehensive.

Commissioned the design from the State Intellectual Property Office and is expected to rise for the national standard Chinese technology exchange evaluation index system, index technology, design the three dimensions of law and economy reflects the basic attributes and the evaluation of patent value to [5], but as colleges and universities, teaching and research is an important foundation for the patent work, therefore, compared with the enterprise, influencing factors of university patent evaluation is more complex, patent evaluation needs more broadly, the patent evaluation system needs to meet the specific needs for the study design.

2.2. The Key Influence Factors and Demand of Patent Evaluation

Affected by the traditional planned economy, the transformation of patent in China faces four problems, which is the university patent evaluation key factors work needing to be considered. One is the main purpose of patent creation is not for the market, more is for scientific research. Patents are being used as the fruits of scientific research, project post project tools or Title Review the two is the lack of credentials. Promote the patent conversion power. Compared to the enterprise, university has some demerits such as: the lack of professional personnel of patents in the team, the lack of profit oriented on the target, the lack of mandatory index in the assessment. Three is the distribution part of university patent benefit mechanism is unable to achieve positive incentives. Even some universities pay attention to and improve the distribution ratio the inventor, but ignored the interests of professional teams in this process of transformation, led to the transformation work. The four is the transformation of the patent No one shows any interest in the way To dispel the enthusiasm of colleges and universities. The inventor and patent transfer way for low-end high-end trading license, and even the capital of extreme shares lack, weakened the university patent imagination. The key problem of comprehensive evaluation of domestic and foreign patents and influence the successful practice of patent evaluation, this paper summarizes and analyzes the internal needs of university patent evaluation, as shown in table 1.
3. The Construction of University Patent Evaluation System Model

In summary, this paper proposes a general idea to construct the evaluation system of China's colleges and universities patent, namely to China technology exchange patent evaluation index system as the foundation, combined with the successful practice of the existing domestic and foreign patent evaluation, the realistic demand around the university patent evaluation. The specific construction of specific evaluation system model is shown in Figure 1 below, from the model description of content, construct the patent evaluation system is divided into three parts:

3.1. The Construction of Evaluation System

The construction of the evaluation system is based on the evaluation index system of patent value China technology exchange design commissioned by the State Intellectual Property Office, the system is in the full study of domestic and foreign patent evaluation form based on the successful practice of the patent right to the enterprise, universities and other different subjects have certain applicability. On the basis of the colleges and universities to carry out improvement of adjustment, not only absorb the advanced experience of the existing evaluation methods, but also conducive to the formation of university evaluation system applied in a wide scope.

3.2. The Formation Path of Evaluation System

3.2.1. Creative Evaluation System

The formation of university patent evaluation system is divided into three stages. The first is the front-end of patent evaluation, namely creative evaluation. Creativity is an important source of patent formation. At present, countries in advocating the “mass innovation, entrepreneurship”, the University as an important area of innovation resources, each year will have a lot of ideas, for this creative evaluation work is an important part of the patent evaluation system. Through the evaluation of the creative idea, patent application, innovation management, not only can effectively save the cost of innovation, improve innovation atmosphere, improve the success rate of innovation, but also conducive to promoting the cultivation of high value of the patent.

According to the evaluation index system of creative design is mainly based on the connotation of creative interpretation. On creative content, many scholars have studied. Suler (1980) explains the creative process from the perspective of cognition, that is a kind of creative thinking process, it is the main concept of the idea of freedom, conceived the new ideas meaningful content to shape. Some other scholars from the usefulness of the product to understand the "creative". Amabile (1988) to study the influence of creative individuals and individual internal factors from the perspective of psychology, reveals the “creative individuals or small groups by working together in the influence of personal novel and useful ideas”. Cummings (1996) studies the ideas from the personal characteristics and organizational characteristics with “creative interpretation is the existence of the potential usefulness of the new product development of the organization, idea and the process of”. Ford (1995) more from the external macro environment for creative research, that creativity is the subjective judgment of novelty and value of individual and collective achievements. The connotation of the creative combination, the creative value is mainly reflected in two aspects of novelty and usefulness, and from the creative product the market value realization process (Figure 1 below), and the content of intellectual property rights is the key factor to form the core values of creativity, creative content and creative process is not only the market value of the implementation process of continuous improvement, but also the intellectual property increment process. Therefore, the comprehensive evaluation on the value of creativity, mainly comes from the three aspects of novelty.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>order number</th>
<th>Patent evaluation of internal demand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The evaluation work of university patent system reform system, combined with the mechanism of policy reform, or the specimen, in order to fundamentally solve the problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The patent evaluation should be fully integrated with the design of the evaluation system at the national level, to promote the application for the next step.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Due to the current situation of university patent, namely a large amount of low quality, establish the evaluation system of patent value is based on the consideration of the management level, rather than the value directly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The patent stock is large, patent operation more urgent needs, the utility of evaluation tools. Higher practicability here refers to the conduct of the evaluation system, convenient and effective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The patent is more, quality is generally low, the requirements of evaluation tools quality oriented higher. Mainly on how to evaluate the existing tools and scientific evaluation mechanism combining problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The university is the basis of national innovation system, foster the higher requirement on the innovation of evaluation tools. Here the innovation mainly refers to the evaluation tool to foster efficient innovation atmosphere, innovative talents with high quality, high quality innovative achievements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>In addition to scientific research and social services, is the primary task of teaching, and student work is the core of the teaching work. Requirements evaluation work can fully examine students' creative work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The patent distribution in various disciplines, technology patents in the field where there are many different, for the evaluation of university patent value, should be aimed at different technical fields be differentiated. Especially, different universities have different disciplines, the national policy to support the different disciplines development are also different.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The internal demand of university patent evaluation table.
3.2.2. Patent Evaluation System

The second stage is the evaluation system of university patent evaluation. The patent belongs to the invention. The invention mainly comes from teachers or teachers and students with a small part of the patent invention, which is the student independent invention. Therefore, the evaluation of university patent can be divided into teacher evaluation and student evaluation of patent two. The teacher and the students, in the knowledge structure, have differences in innovation experience. The patent evaluation index and the purpose of the evaluation are different across various teachers and students.

Teachers' patent occupies most of the patent, which is the main source of patents or operation. Patent of teachers mainly aim to improve the scientific research oriented innovation, when atmosphere is poor and the patent management or operation of the problem of low efficiency. Students' patent aims to establish the concept of innovation right at the same time, improve the students' innovation management policies of colleges and universities, which might promote students' innovation and entrepreneurship.

The main purpose of teacher evaluation based on patent, design patent evaluation system of teachers is the main Chinese Technology Exchange (hereinafter referred to as "CTeX") patent value evaluation index system as the foundation. There is the large amount of patent evaluation. The management efficiency is low. The operation effect is poor. The problem needs urgent operation premise under the technology of the evaluation system of index adjustment delete, conversion, processing after the final formation. For example, the vast majority of teachers did not study the patent transformation implementation, delete CTeX patent value evaluation index system in the "economic dimension" of the "market" and "market share" of two indicators evaluated. The number of teachers to patent operability, the "technical dimension" of the "industry trends" into the "technology development trend", through the inspection of the patent In the field of Technology (class IPC classification or large group) nearly five years of patent application growth to reflect the "study"; technical dimension of the “irreplaceable” evaluation index is difficult to replace the “concentration” of the patent, through the investigation and evaluation of the patent for the main classification number the same number of patent evaluation, the greater the degree of agglomeration, show that the technology can the possibility of alternative more patent substitutability is higher.

The main purpose of patent based on the evaluation of students is as follows. Patent itself should be novelty, creativity and practicality. The novel focuses on the students in the process of innovation on the breadth and depth of knowledge, creative students create itself focuses on the difficulty and level of originality cross, technology status and policy adaptability practicability focuses on students' innovation.

3.2.3. The Integration of Evaluation System and Evaluation System

The third stage is the fusion of university patent evaluation system and evaluation system of University Science and technology reform. The evaluation system is to improve the patent work performance evaluation system needs to complete a matter of expediency, promote the use of the evaluation system in Colleges and universities of science and technology reform evaluation mechanism, only to realize the organic combination, can play the role of promoting the work of evaluation system the patent into the patent evaluation system. The evaluation system of University Science and technology to the reform process need to get rid of many vested interest obstacles, it is a long-term and arduous task. The specific terms, fusion evaluation system and scientific evaluation system from the evaluation of professional titles, tutor selection, science and technology award, the patent maintenance, awards, innovation business support, security research and other aspects of Bob.

3.3. The Change of Innovation Orientation

Get rid of the profound impact of the traditional planned economic system is the key content of the urgent need for the
patent work in China to achieve the transformation, from the establishment of evaluation system to the scientific evaluation system reform is an important way to solve the problem of innovation oriented universities, and the final evaluation system is to promote the transformation of scientific and technological innovation in universities by scientific research oriented to the market guide. Through the establishment of evaluation system, through the design of evaluation index from the beginning to the final transformation of innovation focus on the implementation of the patent, to a certain extent the weakening of the title assessment project, Innovation Zone Knot Guide of scientific research result.

4. The Application Countermeasures of University Patent Evaluation System

4.1. Creative Evaluation Application

The university can rely on their academic advantages, actively organize or participate in the technical field of creative activities, or through the construction of innovation platform of online and offline, to raise creative release way, by attracting student groups and social networks to participate in innovation, construction industry patent navigation based on set innovation demand, collaborative innovation, creative the evaluation of IP, creative and creative value chain to achieve full line on-line platform combination, realize innovation chain distribution from the innovation demand to explore the innovation of revenue management. Based on the collected creative evaluation and carry out classification management, carry out special operations management to better meet the patent for creativity. The application conditions of the creative organization, the patent agent and patent operation personnel to follow up, docking. The patent agent responsible for tracking the creative work of patent application In order to ensure the maximum patent protection of creative ideas, the patent operator shall be responsible for the market evaluation of originality or patent, and carry out the external market promotion.

4.2. The Application of Teacher Patent Evaluation

4.2.1. Patent Maintenance Management Applications

The patent maintenance is the premise of effective patent management and operation of the college has a lot of patents in force, although the patentee, but to maintain the patent right or not is generally weigh the advantages and disadvantages of individual teacher based on the scientific research personnel in Universities in China generally lack the ability of thinking or the market, resulting in a lot of patents remain very short time was abandoned, causing serious loss of intangible assets of colleges and universities. The survey found that the average duration of patent in China is generally low, about 7 years for [29-30], universities can carry out exploration and practice of the patent maintenance actively, combined with teachers' patent evaluation results of different grades of patent maintenance time is put forward suggestions, as the basis of maintaining the patent or not, and actively guide the rational decision of university teachers.

4.2.2. Application of Patent Operation Management

To promote the patent operation work, enhance the operational efficiency of patent is an important way to solve the dilemma of the patent work. Facing the increasing patent stock needs the help of effective technical means to realize the patent operation breakthrough. Therefore, universities can combine their academic advantages, a clear focus on technology field, and by carrying out a comprehensive evaluation on Teachers' work the patent, actively carry out targeted patent purchasing work. At the same time, colleges and universities should actively set up or the use of external professional patent operations team, concentrate manpower, material and financial resources to carry out targeted storage of patent licensing, transfer, pledge, technology shares and other external promotion work. In addition, in the process of science and technology patent award, the declaration the project also introduced the patent evaluation.

4.3. Application of Student Patent Evaluation

The key lies in the management of students' innovation to guide students to establish a correct concept of innovation, entrepreneurship, college students can actively promote the patent evaluation and students' innovative, entrepreneurial management combined with the national policy guidance, students will patent evaluation management into students' innovation, business credit incentive policy. For the innovation ability of students in innovation venture capital, support site and personnel to be the focus of care, and to develop innovation and entrepreneurship training plan, establish innovative files and transcripts. At the same time, strengthen students' patent evaluation management in the Student Awards, application evaluation work. Students with strong innovation ability, should be considered in the selection of outstanding students, for example, giving priority to graduate students for further study.

5. Conclusions and Implications

With many low quality patents and low transformation efficiency in Colleges and Universities, the innovation driven development of Chinese universities is seriously affected. In recent years, China has carried out a series legal system reform to promote the transformation of scientific and technological achievements in Colleges and Universities, but the total effect is general, the reason lies in the depth of the reform did not really hit the assessment system design of University and subject evaluation, the major scientific research fund project and evaluation of professional titles for teachers, the patent quantity advantage has not been effectively transformed into innovative competitive advantage. This paper focuses on University Innovation Evaluation what is the fundamental constraints of patent transformation, from initial idea to patent management, and then to innovation oriented guidance, the basic application path of patent
evaluation system is discussed systematically, and then, this paper discusses the application strategy of patent evaluation system in Colleges and Universities with the object of the creative, teachers and students' patents, it is of practical significance to optimize the patent management of universities in the current context.
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